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Professional Experience and Curriculum Vitae
As artists ourselves, we understand the importance of an altruistic company/artist
relationship. We nurture these relationships and encourage artistic growth.

Relaxed Representation: Socii will never demand exclusive rights to any intellectual
property for any length of time. Socii will also never limit an artist by restricting
relationships or sales. What you create will always remain your own.

Consignment Policy: Socii will only ask to hold your work on consignment if there is a
perspective client. Otherwise, artists are encouraged to hold on to their pieces.
Pay Scale: Although Socii does sometimes negotiate the price of a piece of art, it does
so only to the artists benefit. The price agreed upon is the price payed.

Graphic Design: Socii offers heavily subsidized services such as web design, business
card design, and photography for portfolios to help artists climb to the next step of the
success ladder.

Free Scans: If represented artists agree to be part of the Limited Edition Print service
Socii offers, Socii will scan paintings for free and give artists the digital file. The artist
also receives a large portion of each sale made.olios to help artists climb to the next
step of the success ladder. 

Previous Clientele
All artist information is kept confidential.

Awards and Accolades
Please kindly get in touch for more information.
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